defined on Í1.
(a) The Dirichlet problem. Let f(x) he a smooth function defined on Í1 and approaching a limit as |x| -> <x>. We seek a solution of (1.1) Au = f in Q; Dau\dn = 0, |a|<772, such that D u ->0 as |x| -» °o for |a| < m. For bounded domains and coefficients a Ax, z A satisfying natural smoothness and growth conditions, the solvability of (1.1) is known to depend on a positivity condition on the form m^ß1 = X WX> Zß> Zyï -aJ~X' Zß> z'yï\iZy -¿y) \a\,\y\=m; |/3|<777
and a coerciveness condition on the form iAu,u)= J2 ("ai*'".Dmu), Dau) stating that (Au, u)/\\u\\m¡p -, -as \\u\\m¡p -~, u « H"»'*(Q) (cf. [5] ). In other words, as in the theory of linear elliptic equations, the presence of "small" lower order terms in A does not alter the solvability of (1.1). It is well known in the linear case that if Í1 is unbounded, the situation is quite different (cf., e.g., [6] ). In particular, the notion of "smallness" must be reconsidered.
Furthermore, applications require that the coefficients of A be allowed to contain singularities while the solutions of (1.1) must be smooth. H° T, «lMn T, <1MR\ < NIR\ < c\\v\\
Thus llwll < C llwll .« We can therefore express our results in terms of the 11 "m ,p -" um ,p r spaces Wm'p(ü). We have Theorem 2.7. Let m be a positive integer.
Assume that q > p > 1 and that l/q > l/p -772/re. Let a > 0 be such that (a -n)/q < m -n/p. Then there is a constant C depending only on p, q, m, n and a such that \M*A<C*a^®l/*MliP, new™-*®), w£MaJSl).
Moreover, if w eiM (fi) satisfies (2.7), then multiplication by w is a compact operator from W'm^(fi) to L9(fi).
We now give an important application of Theorems 2.4 and 2.7. For each
x £ E", let S denote the ball of radius 1 having center at x.
Theorem 2.8. Assume that 1/p -s/n < l/q < l/p < 1. Then the embedding of HS,P(Q.) into Lq(Çl) is compact if and only if the volume of fi Cx S tends to 0 as \x\ -» 00. This is also a sufficient condition for the embedding WS'P(Q,) into Lq (il) to be compact.
3. Application of the embedding theorems to nonlinear problems. Consider the differential operator Similarly, when pa> 0 and p < 0 we assume that (3.11) s (a, y) < re(l -p/p).
Lemma 3.1. Under the above hypotheses, (I) there is a constant C such that (3.12) \F(<f>,u)\<C\\cp\\mip (l+X!!aC,r))
Proof. Let a and y be fixed. We search for a number t such that
Once we have a í satisfying (3.13) and (3.14) note that [fa y(x)] is in (a y\ A^' Thus multiplication by this function is a bounded operator from
is ir s(a y) t'cria <y\(^)» Consequently, multiplication by this function is a bounded operator'from'iV'"-M •''(fi) to Li,<T(<1-r)(fi). Hence /0 /ar!D^r(a,r)|D^I < !!/aV/iD^llo,zll/a1r''lDr"l<T(a,y)llo.z' ai5) < c||Daçs||_|a|tPii/ir/'^a.r)D^!i^v()>r) < c'u\\mju\\^y\ and (3.8). Also t'a(a, y) = ta(a, y)/(t -1) = tp / pa. Thus (3.14) holds as well.
When pa < 0 and py > 0, we consider two cases. If a(a, y) < p, we take / = p/(p -a(a, y)). Then t' = p/a(a, y) and all of the inequalities in (3.13) and (3.14)
are satisfied. If p <a(a, y), we take t > 1 so close to 1 that t a(a, y) < p , t> p and s < 72(1 -t'oia, y)/p ). Then all of the inequalities of (3.13) and (3.14)
are satisfied. If pa> 0 and p < 0, take t = p. Then (3.13) and (3.14) are satisfied by (3.6) and (3.11). Do the same for case (d).
Remark. It follows from the results of [9] that the map A is also continuous. As a simple first example of the boundedness and compactness theorems just proven, consider the following Dirichlet problem:
Nu+ Bu= f, (3.21) DHo=0' \0-\<m-l. 
|a|<777 " defined implicitly by the formula (TVa, v) = J" f'x, \u\ )uv is completely continuous. Proof. By the above remarks, it suffices to consider the case TV = 2. To this end we employ the following Lemma 3.7. For X > 0, the operator w -(X -1/Ar )w has discrete spectrum in LAO, oo) where w(0) = 0.
(The proof of this lemma will be found in [14, pp. 127] .)
In order to apply Theorem 3.4 to (3.14) in case TV = 2, we need only show that, for À > 0, there is an absolute constant ß > 0 such that for w eW (0, oo) For a proof see [17] . We can now give the Proof of Theorem 2.1. Since (2.3) holds, there is a number / such that (4.4) a/q < t < s -n/p + n/q.
In particular, a < qt. Thus by Lemma 4.2, there is a constant C depending only on q, t, a and 72 such that (4.5) Wwuh,q<CMaJ^1/q\\4t>g, w£Ma¡q, u£Hl-q. Halt., = llG_t«ll0,, <C\\G-As-t,p = CH*I s,P Proof of Theorem 2.5. Let /3 be such that a < ß < q(s -n/p + n/q). One checks easily that w'x)= \x\~a^q is in M a . Thus (2.8) follows from Theorem 2.3. Since w'x) ->0 as |x| -► oo, the remainder of the theorem follows from Theorem 2.4.
Proof of Theorem 2.6. There exists a t < s such that a < q'tp -n)/p. By Lemma 4.3, Mt,p < C'<u>s,p> and by Theorem 2.1 \\wu\\^q<CMaJw)^q\\u\\t¡p. Vo'l (fi n Sx¡) > a, ¿=1,2,---.
Let <f>(x) be a test function which is identically 1 on S , and set <f>Ax) = (/>(x -x, ), »1=1, 2, ... . Then <f>k equals 1 on S^, \\<pk\\n,p < HJs,p ' Ms.p' and <p, (x) -» 0 as k -► r» for each x £ E". But we have
